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Abstract 

With supply chain (SC) industry adopting digitization at all its stages, their ultimate objective is 

pointing towards features of Industry 4.0. Number of smart devices that communicate and 

respond to each other with IOT, allows all SC members to peep into the network to gain live 

updates seamlessly. This improves the transparency in business but opens doors for attackers. 

This paper surveys the cyber threats the IOT supply chain gets exposed to and mitigation 

techniques used to deal with such breaches. We propose system architecture encompassing IOT-

SC with NIST cyber security framework guidelines. We formulate cyber security matrix for 

supply chains that lays IOT model on NIST cyber security framework.  
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1. Introduction 

Supply chain Management (SCM) involves expansive set of activities to be performed for 

transformation of raw entities into end products and making them available for consumers in a 

smooth and efficient manner. The process starts with planning, collecting resources, designing & 

turning them into final deliverables, and making them available at desired locations. It involves 

entities like suppliers, customers, factories, distributors and retailers which are interested to fulfill 

customer order [1]. The two most crucial among this complex set are logistics and inventory that 

deals with storage and transportation of goods.    

However traditional supply chain management systems severally faced problems such as 

overstocking, delivery delays and stock out etc. These degrade the performance, increasing cost, 

complexity and vulnerability [2]. Due to availability of global markets supply chains span large 

geographical regions. Collaboration of no. of participants demands easy and clear 

communication (conveying requirement of raw materials, inviting tenders, allocation of orders, 

demand, purchase order, billing, feedback etc.) between stake holders of SC. In this era of 

internet and technology, participants that give faster and smarter response hold their place in 

business. This took SCMs towards IoT, an adept web of all smart devices that allows all its 

members to peep into the network to gain live updates seamlessly. To balance demand and 

supply ratio, predicting market conditions and for improving business decisions. Data scientists 

also utilize supply chain statistics that give overview of real time progress. 

IOT enabled supply chains are remotely manageable, better co-ordination between the partners 

and availability of more accurate real time information improves decision making and customer 

satisfaction [3]. The sensors provide information about demands, location of goods during 

transport, stocking details at warehouse, delivery to customer etc. thus covering entire lifecycle 

of the product. It also manages geographically dispersed vendors, distributors, customers 

effectively.  

However involvement of huge number of stakeholders and unreliability of IOT infrastructure are 

identified as complicated issues in supply chains when security shows up. Taking into account 

the maximum count of breaches carried on supply chains and cyber vulnerabilities of IOT, 

designing and following unified approach to identify, mitigate and monitor risks through pre 

defined policies requires framework or standard protocols. We try to outline security matrix, by 

laying IOT Model on cyber security framework defined by NIST (National Institute of Standards 

& technology) for supply chains.  

This paper is organized as follows: section II highlights the concept of IOT based supply chain, 

Section III describes the cyber threats faced by IOT SC, Section IV suggests important 

considerations while designing security policies, and Section V introduces Security matrix.           
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2. Related Work 

2.1 IOT enabled Supply chain 

     Internet of things in context of supply chain management is an active network of sensors and 

gateways connected digitally for sensing, monitoring and interaction to facilitate co-ordination of 

stakeholders of the SCM with sharing resources and information to assist them with planning, 

control and coordination of processes for supply chains. Mengru tu et.al.[4] highlighted upon the 

factors that affect enterprises’ intention to adopt IoT for logistics and supply chain management.  

Their findings reveal that IIoT has been applied by enterprises to assist in the collection of on-

site real-time information, which has successfully improved and promoted operating efficiency. 

IOT make system transparent by providing clear picture of the product flow at all stages starting 

from manufacturer to on its way to warehouse, distributers and finally to the customer. All the 

items entering the SC are RFID tagged. Vehicles with active GPS modules are used to transport 

goods. Whenever these goods enter or leave warehouse or inventory, RFID scanners 

automatically reads tags and make database entry. The smart IOT devices monitor delivery 

process that involves inventory and order management at warehouse, and transportation. These 

IOT sensors can detect low stock of any product and automatically order from the manufacturers 

based on pending demands and previous order data. Smart active RFID tags can store 

information about the product or RFID reader ID, along with tag Id thus securing against 

tapering. RFID readers scanning tags also stores date, timestamp. System reliability is built upon 

safe, and on-time delivery. Data collected by sensors is stored through internet to Cloud, that 

provides storage, virtual resources and computing services hosted by professional networking 

companies (third party service providers) [5]. 

 

2.2 Cyber risks for IOT Supply Chains 

      With IOT connectivity, communication and interaction with other devices, platforms and 

shared infrastructure supply chain gets exposed to plenty of cyber threats. We discuss about 

major sources of cyber risks faced by IOT SC, their impact on performance and possible 

mitigation techniques used by researchers in the field.  

Unreliability of IOT Devices: IoT devices are often made to work with low power 

consumption, and have limited processing capabilities so that they can monitor and sense 

surrounding activities with uninterrupted services. However these restrictions make them easy 

targets for attackers. Unreliability of IoT technology when dealing with cyber risk, is one of the 

major reason that industries are still not adopting ioT for supply chains [4]. Babar et.al [7] 

highlight in built security of IOT devices. They designed embedded security framework taking 

into account computational time, energy consumption and memory requirement. IOT devices 

from trusted designers with secure hardware, software, authentication and access control can 

protect the network.     

Third party Involvement: Collaboration of larger groups is another big issue faced in SCM. 

Organizations are bound to share data, credentials, software code, applications, networks, and 

infrastructures with “trusted” supply chain partners. Attackers take advantage of this opportunity 

and take entry through loosely protected networks of SC partners. Also outsourcing of services 

and resources such as logistics and cloud involves third parties in the system. Increasing 

globalization and expansion of business underlines severity of this issue.    

Data sharing and vendor processing:  are the two most cyber imperative areas identified by 

Sharma in[8].  The open data sharing among all partners of supply chain poses challenge on 

information security. System databases are always been eyed by cyber criminals. Selecting 

cryptographic platforms, authentication and attestation are possible solutions to maintain secured 

central database. Involvement of vendors with their systems invites third party access.  

Table below summarizes the Iot supply chain attacks. IOT attacks can be classified into five 

types [7] as given in the table: 
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Table1. IOT Supply chain attacks 

Sr. 

No. 

Type of 

attack 
Name Motive Impact 

Mitigation 

Techniques 

1 

Physical 

Attacks  

Reverse 

Engineering 

Steal 

information/ 

Gaining 

Access 

Hackers can use 

the chip to gain its 

working 

knowledge 

Authentication, 

access control, 

setting strong 

passwords 

 
Hardware 

threats [7] 

Steal 

information 

Counterfeit ICs, 

Hardware trojans 

side-channel 

signal analysis, 

functional test, 

etc 

 
Physical 

tampering [11] 

Theft of IoT 

devices 

Disturbs working, 

interruption in data 

collection 

Highly protected 

environment 

2 

Side 

Channel 

Attack 

[9] 

Power 

Analysis 

Steal 

information/ 

Gaining 

Access 

Monitors 

variations in power 

consumption for 

correct & incorrect 

pass codes 

Secrete 

cryptographic 

keys 

3 

 

 

Network 

Attack 

Access/control 

through 

malicious 

nodes [7] 

Less secure 

communication 

standards 

It can gain control 

over every 

connected device 

and track the 

network 

Authentication, 

HMAC, Access 

control 

techniques 

 
Cloning & 

spoofing [9] 

To take down 

system 

Cloned tags 

duplicate valid  tag 

ids to gain access 

to system 

secure operating 

systems, 

configuring the 

protocols used 

with the least 

possible 

privileges. 

 
 Man-In-the-

Middle [10] 

To take system 

down 

Sending spam 

messages/ 

phishing , IoT 

devices may reveal 

confidential data 

keyed-hash 

message 

authentication 

code (HMAC) 

for data integrity 

& authentication 

 

Denial of 

service attack 

[11] 

To take down 

system 

Hackers create 

unwanted traffic to 

block  resources 

Intrusion 

detection 

systems (IDS) 

 
Eavesdropping 

[10] 

Steal 

information/ 

Gaining 

Access 

Unauthorized 

reader listens to 

streaming between 

tag & reader, 

Attackers may 

alter real data 

Symmetric 

encryption 

algorithms such 

as Advanced 

Encryption 

Standard (AES) 
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collected by 

sensors 

4 

Software 

attack 

[13] 

Spreading 

viruses  

Third party 

involvement, 

stealing data 

System gets 

spoiled 

Worm detectors, 

Antivirus, IDS 

5 

Crypto 

analysis 

Attack 

[14] 

Staling 

credentials of 

valid IoT 

devices 

To get access 

to system  

Hackers crack 

encryption keys  

Lifetime 

credentials for 

devices, strong 

passwords 

 

3. Research Objective 

     Integration of technologies certainly improves system model; however increased 

interdependencies among various entities, results in vulnerabilities that impose security 

challenges [11].The introduction of IoT technology in supply chains invites issues like managing 

complexities and resources efficiently [6]. This feels the need for standardization of reference 

architecture and cyber security framework. But the stacked IOT architecture at present lack 

clarification at individual layers about the strategic, functional and operational challenges from 

cyber community.  

4. Proposed System architecture 

The proposed model shown in fig.1, encompasses three fold architecture consisting of 

physical course of actions,   E-links and Response links. Physical flow narrates steps involved in 

delivery of goods from SC entities (suppliers, manufacturers, vendors, distributors, customers 

etc.) in hierarchy from manufacturer to buyer. But this delivery is supported by IOT functions 

such as automatic order placing, GPS traceable logistics, scanning of products and maintenance 

at inventory etc. with RFID and smart networks. Technical process moves on E-inks with 

creation & maintenance of product scanning records, website creation and updation, cloud 

handling, coordination between SC partners etc. The novel Response links involve precautionary 

safety measures that need to be integrated for consistent performance. Continuous anomaly 

detection, risk assessment, suitable mitigation, responding smartly to the attacks and fast 

recovery with , updating security practices of network are the practices proposed for improving  

system architecture.   
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Figure 1. System Architecture 

5.  IOT-NIST Security Matrix 

Figure 2 is collection of all cyber security enablers with protocol details.  This security matrix 

is formulated by laying four level IOT layered architecture [15] on NIST cyber security 

framework [16] for IOT-SC. Researchers have came up with mitigation techniques for different 

attacks. However implementation of all possible solutions would result in increased overhead & 

reduced performance [13]. Matrix columns are numbered (1 to 5) from left to right & rows are 

numbered from bottom to top (1 to 4).  

Identify: Resources available must be uniquely identifiable for risk assessments and proper 

governance. Endpoint devices are assigned unique identifier (TagID for RFID), network 

functions with unique network IDs (IP address) for devices routers, gateways etc. Cloud access 

& user grants are controlled with cloud Identity and Access Management (IAM). Similarly web 

applications and website login restricts system access & permissions.     

Protect: Taking precautionary measures to safeguard resources and system elements against 

known threats helps to build robust architecture. Protected access, awareness and training, 

identity management are the activities under this phase. 

Detect:   This refer to developing and practicing activities to recognize and trap attempts to 

breach system. Anomalies and unusual activities can be automatically detected and alert 

can be sent if detection procedures are put in place. Cloud security can control user access 

and SSDLC (Secure Software Development Life Cycle) can protect software running on 

cloud [17]. 

Respond: Well defined instructions and guidelines to take actions against detected cyber 

events, improves ability to contain the impact of reported event. It starts with respon se 

planning, communication, analysis, and mitigation. Applying concepts  such as Artificial 

Neural Networks or Deep Learning would improve implemented security policies, by 

learning from experience and updating system to mitigate newly discovered threats.  
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Recovery:  Being ready for the emergency beforehand ensures organizations readiness to 

withstand critical situations.  Resilience and system recovery in fastest possible manner, avoiding 

system collision on  single node and ability to recover to normal state are expected outcomes [18]. 

 

Figure 2. Proposed Security Matrix 

6. Conclusion 

Installing updated guidelines & security patches at all levels of system model, regular 

governance of resources, risk evaluation & strategic management for rectification are suggested 

measures in literature to deal with cyber risks for shared architectures. Regular risk assessments 

of SCs to update cyber security firmware are essential to raise alarm whenever high risk areas are 

identified. But the system would realize smart behavior in true sense if it is able to stand back at 

its position with minimum loss if breach is encountered. System configuration to respond to 

incurred situation and efforts to get recover from the attack, updating security protocols with new 

lesson as well as eliminating possible vulnerabilities completes the security procedure. The 

presented security matrix suggests techniques that take into consideration origin of threat in IOT-

SC architecture; however compatibility with organizational structure must be confirmed & nature 

of supply chain also deserves attention.  
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